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Case Study
MR SOLUTIONS

An eye for detail

Gerrell & Hard’s detailed understanding of  our 
client’s unique culture and complex requirements 
enables us to rapidly deploy on assignments and quickly fill challenging vacancies.

MR SOLUTIONS is a world leader in MRI technology 
and a developer and manufacturer of  the world’s 
first range of  commercial, superconducting, cryogen-
free (dry magnet), benchtop MRI systems.

Like many of  our clients, their requirements are very specific; 
candidates must possess a high degree of  technical expertise 
and are often needed for short-term contracts. The Gerrell 
& Hard team built our relationship with MR Solutions by 
visiting them regularly to refine our understanding of  their 
needs and their technical environment. We have been 
able to fill more than ten roles in the last few years.

We have gained an insight into the company culture 
which is particularly entrepreneurial and hands-
on, and thanks to MRS’s generous sharing of  their 
culture, we have consistently been able to identify 
the right kind of  candidate for the business.

“We have worked alongside Gerrell & Hard for 
over 5 years now and find their approach to 
our recruitment requests to be professional and 
attentive, specifically David Watts who has been 
our recruitment consultant from the start.

He has taken the time to really get to know us as a 
company and find out what it is we need to fulfil our roles. 
As a Magnetic Resonance Imaging company it can be hard 
to find the right person for the role as well as a consultant 
that understand our needs, particularly our specialist roles.

David will always send us CVs that you can 
tell he has carefully handpicked to meet our 
requirements, often offering guidance when we 
need it. We look forward to a continued successful 
relationship with David and Gerrell & Hard.”

Nicky Doughty, CEO, MR Solutions

When work’s a pleasure, life’s a joy


